Date:

December 2019

To:	Mayor Lori Lightfoot and
Members of the City Council of Chicago

From:	The Chicago Community Trust on behalf of
On the Table 2019 Participants
CC:	City of Chicago Council Government and
Chicago area residents

Subject:	A call to action: Keep Chicago affordable, livable and
responsive to residents

SHOWED UP: 12,000

attended an On the Table
as a guest or host

SPOKE UP: 1,473

told us their concerns, ideas
and solutions

STEPPED UP: 625

hosted and wrote memos,
via paper and digital formats

STOOD UP: 376

took the challenge of writing
a fully responsive memo

MOST
COMMON
TOPICS:
LIVABILITY
20%
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
18%
EDUCATION
13%
“Livability” = the extent to which current residents
can afford to live here, with equitable access to public
services and amenities, with opportunities to know and
live with others peacefully, and with the expectation of fair
treatment and protections.

On May 14, you were among the approximately 12,000 people who
participated in On the Table, a day of civic conversation that annually
brings together a cross-section of Chicago to show up, speak up and
stand up for our city and region. This year, we encouraged participants to
turn their conversation into a Memo to the Mayor to provide ideas and
recommendations on issues facing our city. The response from residents
was strong: more than 1,400 On the Table participants stepped up to
write memos, post feedback and offer ideas. In this compilation memo,
we summarize the submissions that provided solutions to address a
full spectrum of issues identified by residents. The solutions focused on
increasing equitable outcomes for Chicago residents, primarily by focusing
on livability, economic development, and education.
Affordable Housing
On the Table participants expressed the most concern about the need
for affordable housing solutions. Residents expressed their desire to
be engaged in the conversation on how to fix the issue as the lack of
affordable housing impacts their ability to continue to call Chicago
home. Ideas were shared to address the need for affordable housing as it
relates to: seniors on fixed incomes; residents who cannot afford property
tax or rent hikes; families who are being priced out of home ownership;
neighborhoods losing 2-4 flat rental housing units; and, people who
are currently homeless. For example, Housing Opportunities and
Maintenance for the Elderly (H.O.M.E) shared the need to promote
and support age-inclusive housing developments that allow older adults
to live with other generations in order to address the social isolation and
mobility issues that can occur when elderly citizens live in senior housing.
In addition, a concerned urban planner advocated for the legalization
of Accessory Dwelling Units as a way of developing more affordable
housings in residential areas.
Inclusion
A running thread throughout the memos we received was people calling
for the inclusion of their lived experiences in decision-making processes.
For many, the first step towards addressing inclusion is to encourage
a climate that values their experiences – starting with City Hall’s 5th
floor and fanning out to aldermanic offices. Teens want to be seen as
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EQUITY
was the leading
MAYORAL VALUE
most aligned to
memo writers’
opinions, followed by
TRANSFORMATION,
INCLUSION and
ACCOUNTABILITY.

the city’s assets, not liabilities. One youth advocate explained, “Why
is it illegal to be a teenager in Chicago? Our young population wants
opportunities to learn how to lead rather than be impacted by adultbased solutions that do not consider accessibility, technology and socialemotional development.” Another resident described how older adults
want to be valued and heard, and would like increased connections to
their broader community. People with disabilities want to be included
at every decision-making table, from conversations about the greening
of Chicago and employment opportunities to discussions about mental
health and public housing. Amplifying the call for inclusion, a young
Black man recommends developing a city budget with community
members that reflects investment in people to solve the root causes
of violence.
Accountability and Transparency

Another common thread expressed by residents was a desire to be in
partnership with city leadership to collectively develop solutions for
the benefit of all.

For instance, concerned Chicago residents suggest more accountability
and transparency about the activities of World Business Chicago and
the Chicago Department of Planning and Development, which they
want to drive more job creation by locating mid-sized enterprises on
the South and West Side. World Business Chicago itself wrote that
a top priority for your administration needs to be addressing inequity
issues on the South and West Side through neighborhood economic and
workforce development. They also emphasized the need for developing
a comprehensive strategy for grant allocation (and support to businesses
on the use of such funds), attention to equitable transit-oriented
development and leveraging Opportunity Zones.

Students and foundation representatives recommended the creation of
a municipal dashboard on racial equity in city policies and practices to
let residents know information, such as: the amount paid by the city for
lawsuits settled by and against the Chicago Police Department; data
on hiring and representation in the cabinet by marginalized people;
and the city’s spend on contracts with Minority, Women-Owned,
and Disadvantaged Business Enterprises. Operation Warm and their
Chicago-area network called for the review of city grant distribution and
development of strategies to ensure neighborhoods benefit in alignment
with their respective needs and that resources are not over-saturated in
some neighborhoods.

Restored Communities

There was no shortage of ideas from On the Table participants about
the use (or re-use) of space in Chicago as a means of addressing the
inequitable distribution of resources, or of providing opportunities
for residents to engage and bask in our city’s great diversity. There is
a sense that by creating “communal safe spaces” and accompanying
support systems, trauma can be healed and violence reduced. With
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school closings still fresh in the memories of many Chicagoans, there
were many ideas for repurposing these and other spaces in ways that
can strengthen the community. A resident encouraged the re-purposing
of abandoned buildings in each of the 77 community areas as places
where community residents can come together to talk, create artwork
and heal old wounds, as a model for how arts and culture can impact
place. Older Chicagoans from Ravenswood expressed a desire to see
libraries leveraged as unique community gathering spaces for different
generations. A librarian wrote in support of extended library hours and
restored Sunday hours to give youth a place to be.

Closing

Memos came from
all over Chicago.
25%—South Side
19%—West Side
13%—Central Chicago
11%—North Side
(32% of submissions did not
indicate a location.)

Mayor Lightfoot, the ask from Chicagoans is to be seen and
acknowledged – this is why Chicagoans have embraced On the Table.
Every year, thousands of people come together to experience and
understand one another as neighbors. Our communities desire to be
more connected, more supported and more united. When residents are
energized and engaged, they begin to imagine and put forth solutions for
a better Chicago.
As the region’s community foundation, The Chicago Community
Trust recognizes and understands the pressing issues impacting our
communities, as identified in this memo. We heard On the Table
participants express the need to increase equitable outcomes to keep
Chicago affordable, livable and responsive to its residents. As we embark
on an exciting new strategic direction at the Trust that builds on our
legacy, we look forward to partnering with you to strengthen our region.
Through our efforts, we will marshal community investments, elevate
community voices, advance policies, and inspire philanthropic support for
initiatives that demonstrably contribute to closing the racial and ethnic
wealth gap and lead to a thriving, equitable and connected Chicago
region.
Like many Chicagoans who participated in this year’s conversations, the
Trust envisions a reality of affordable housing and home ownership; good
jobs that allow families to save for the future; programs that increase
financial stability; investment in communities that have been stripped of
opportunities; the highest-quality education for all students, regardless
of their ZIP codes; and the decriminalization of entire communities of
our friends and neighbors.
In closing, people are excited and hopeful for the future. They want you
to succeed and they want to be part of the solution. We compiled, from
the contributions of hundreds of voices, a set of recommendations for
your administration to consider implementing, which can be found in
the enclosed addendum.
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Addendum:
Recommendation from On the Table 2019 Participants

Ten neighborhoods
and The Loop had the
highest concentration
of memo submissions.
Albany Park
Austin
Englewood
Hyde Park
Lower West Side
Near North Side
Near West Side
North Lawndale
South Lawndale
South Shore
The Loop
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The Marshall Square Resource Network,
via Memo 00Q0h00001huFY

2

#ChiTeensMatter, via Memo
00Q0h00001hu8Os

3

Members & Neighbors of Bickerdike
Redevelopment Corporation, via Memo
00Q0h00001htt2w

4

The Marshall Square Resource Network,
via Memo 00Q0h00001huFY; and The
Night Ministry’s staff and interns, via
Memo 00Q0h00001httbw

5

A Safe Haven and the real-estate
development community, via Memo
00Q0h00001huEEq

6

Housing Opportunities and Maintenance
for the Elderly (H.O.M.E.), via Memo
00Q0h00001htggf

The following recommendations have been pulled from the hundreds
of ideas submitted by On the Table participants, which were written by
social service agencies, youth advocates, community organizers, older
adults, homeowners, renters and concerned Chicago residents:
1.	Multi-Sector Partnerships
		 a.	Increase city funding (to) foster public-private partnerships to
enable community networks like Marshall Square Resource
Network to build capacity from within communities.1
		 b.	Pilot free CTA transportation for youth who enroll in citysponsored programs in Summer 2020, such as One Summer
Chicago and After School Matters2; measure the impact on
applications, participation and completion.
		 c.	Partner with leading nonprofit developers, such as Bickerdike
Redevelopment Corporation, LUCHA and The Resurrection
Project, to create a city-wide, social marketing campaign that
promotes how affordable housing benefits all residents.3
		 d.	Prioritize improving the quality of life and employment rate
of people with disabilities; encourage cooperation between the
Chicago Police Department and PACE paratransit drivers in
service to this population.
2. Health Equity
		 a.	Invest in affordable, accessible and culturally appropriate mental
health services within communities; develop mobile mental health
services to support residents who are homeless and/or living on
streets; meet them at community-based sites that serve them
in other ways (e.g., food pantries) and have established trusting
relationships with them. The mobile services can include psychiatric
care and specialized care to meet the needs of the LGBTQ
community, while separate shower/laundry vehicles can help streetbased Chicagoans maintain their hygiene. Build off the work of
the Chicago Youth Storage Initiative, and work happening in
other cities, to create a public storage solution for people who are
homeless.4
3.	Housing Equity
		 a.	Explore the Affordable Requirements Ordinance (ARO) as a tactic
in your five-year housing strategy, including an expansion of the
radius of the affordable housing requirement to three miles for
off-site affordability projects, regardless of the ward.5
		 b.	Ask the City Council to prioritize revisiting the ordinance banning
Accessory Dwelling Units as a method of increasing affordable
housing in the city as part of the five-year housing plan.
		 c.	Encourage the city’s Commissioner of Housing to explore
intergenerational housing development by visiting two sites
developed on the North Side by H.O.M.E.6
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4.	Increase Transparency in City Government
		 a.	Toward advancing transparency, and supporting locally owned
businesses, ask city departments to report on their advertising
spending with the more than 200 community and ethnic news
outlets.
		 b.	Ask the Chief Equity Officer to create and maintain a city
dashboard on racial equity practices.
5.	Inclusive Economic Growth
		 a.	Raise awareness of the City Colleges of Chicago’s College-toCareers program and challenge the corporate community to create
more workforce pipelines and job training programs.7
		 b.	Create a coalition of programs and people serving 17-24 year-olds
and develop a communications campaign to reach high-school
students with information about the options available to them via
the City Colleges of Chicago, workforce development programs
and apprenticeships across the county.
		 c.	Create a line in the City’s budget to fund the incubation of worker
cooperatives to provide technical assistance, training and research,
with a focus on those minority-owned cooperatives located in
communities that are predominantly Black and Latinx.8
6.	Support Arts and Education
		 a.	Create a service-learning program for middle-school aged students
to encourage learning about different people, culture and customs,
reducing biases.9
		 b.	Using the city’s mural project as inspiration, pilot a program
where artists can apply to take over abandoned buildings in their
neighborhoods, converting it into studio spaces for community
exhibitions and public sessions.10
		 c.	Curate a selection of books, available within the Chicago Public
Library system, to help Chicagoans (high-school students, in
particular) understand the meaning of and need for mayoral values;
one memo writer suggests including The Color of Law: The Forgotten
History of How Our Government Segregated America.11
7

World Business Chicago, via Memo 00Q0h00001hu7NE

8

Members of Street Vendors Association of Chicago and Chicago
Community and Workers’ Rights, via Memo 00Q0h00001htrYE

9

Chicago Ideas Brain Trust, via Memo 00Q0h00001htt0q

10

Hana L. Anderson, via Memo 00Q0h00001htqAn

11

80-year-old White Woman Yearning for Fairness for African
Americans, via Memo 00Q0h00001htt44
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CO-SIGNERS:

Melissa Akinlawon • George Alexander • Susan Alitto • Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Incorporated • Susan Altfeld • Matt Altstiel • Hana Anderson • Levette Anderson • Nia Andrews • Michael Ardolino
• John Armstrong • Patricia Arnold • Teri Arvesu • David Baker • William Balasa • Lorri Baldwin • Rashanah Baldwin
• Stanley Banash • Marguerite Baran • David Bardach • Mary Kate Barley-Jenkins • Gerry Beagles • Prue Beidler
• Rebecca Beltran • Deanne Benos • Juliet Birnbaum • Joan Blair • Beth Bond • Britney Bouie • James Bowers •
Steve Braxton • Ann Breen-Greco • Thomas Britton • Pamyla Brown • Mrs. Diondai Brown-Whitfield • Kara Bryant
• Vanessa Buenger • Carla Burgess Jones • Regan Burke • Diane Burnham • Denise Burns • Dale Cain • Shirley
Calahan • Alfreda Calbert • Edward Camargo • Etzer Cantave • Rosi Carrasco • Rodney Carter • Marian Casey
• Mari Castaldi • Elena Cerero • Ileen Cervantes • Tiffany Chaiwised • Grace Chan McKibben • Jennifer Chang •
Jane Charney • Keith Chase-Ziolek • Nisan Chavkin • ChiaChien Chen • Sangsook Choi • Trevor Clarke • Bernard
Clay • Joy Clendenning • Derrick Clifton • Calmetta Coleman • Dawn Collins • Chevette Conley • Thomas Cotter
• Bertram Cranfield • Juan Cruz • Jeremy Cuebas • Roxanna Daniel • Mikael David • Lisa Davis • Naomi Davis
• Eric Davis • Gail Day • Cristina De La Rosa • Tomás de’Medici • Elio DeArrudah • Mary Debacker • Samantha
Decker • Emily Decker-Bess • Maryann Dernlan • Gina Diaz • Pamela Dominguez • Lynn Donaldson • Kim Dooley
• Elizabeth Dunn • Stephanie Dunn • Denise Dyer • Katherine Ealy • Thomas Earley • Lee Edwards • Brian Elmore
• Wesley Epplin • Erin Farlow • Johanna Fernandez • Fernando Fernandez • Mary Finch • Elizabeth Fisher • Nora
Fonseca • Linda Forst • LaTonya Foster • Tamara Fouché • Sharon Franklin • Sidney Freitag-Fey • Joshua Fulcher
• Mary Gallagher • Yohana Garcia • Lynda Gathing • Dena Giacometti • Carol Giles • William Godwin • Norman
Gonsoulin • Lola Gray • LaKeisha Gray-Sewell • Brendan Greeley • Nyah Griffin • Klarissa Guillen • Luis Gutierrez
• Paola Guzman • Claire Haasl • Maureen Hallagan • Christa Hamilton • Nora Handler • Emir Hardy • Honni Harris
• Betty Harris • Elizabeth Harrison • Hermene Hartman • Jacqueline Hayes • Lipman Hearne • Margret Hendrick
• Amy Hendricksen • Gretchen Henninger • Elsie Hernandez • Mayra Hernandez • Regina Hightower • A. Anne
Holcomb • Joan Hollingsworth • Estella Holloway • Margaret Holt • Westside Youth Homan Square • Terressa
Hopkins • Rashonda Hudson • Kevin Jackson • Ora Jackson • Sandra Jackson-Opoku • Jaclyn Jacunski • E. Bernard
Jennings • Melissa Jesser • Bradly Johnson • Mary Johnson • Lori Johnson • Rea Johnson • Leshawn Johnson •
Brad Jones • Dorian Jones • Patricia Jones Blessman PhD • Chanita Jones-Howard • Libby Julia • Kendra Julion •
Ianna Kachoris • Stephanie Kanter • Guddi Kapadia • Annette Kelly • Benjamin Kelner • Evelyn Keolian • Howard
Klopp • Mitchelle Kmiec • Lindsay Knight • Barbara Koenen • Karen Kolb Flude • Barry Koren • Angie Krausfeldt
• Mark Laboe • Raydell Lacey • Rich Lalley • Portia Latalladi • Jonathan Lavin • G. Sequane Lawrence • Lisa Lee
• Ryan Lenhart • Pedro Leon • Valerie Leonard • Rebecca Levin • Kiana Lewis • Debbie Liu • Cassie Lively •
Connie Logelin • Susan Longworth • David Louridas • Alice Lu • Deloris Lucas • Ebony Lucas • Ayo Maat • Rose
Mabwa • Reid Mackin • Raed Mansour • Alice Mar-Abe • Jack Markowski • Adrian Marquez • John Mars • Peter
Matuszak • Zelda Mayer • Gerald McCarthy • Nalani McClendon • Louise McCurry • Brittany McGhee • Margot
McMahon • Michele McSwain • Michael Mead • Brittany Merritt • Robyn Michaels • Renee Mitchell • Yicklun Mo
• Elizabeth Monkus • Sonjanita Moore • Lina Morales • Mike Mosley • Andre Moten • Mary Nelson • Andrew
Nelson • Kenneth Newman • Sadruddin Noorani • Natasha O’Banner • Catherine O’Brien • Gary Ossewaarde •
Keith Overton • Kenneth Owen • Cristina Pacione-Zayas • Maria Elena Pagan-Goutos • Brent Page • Young Park •
Ingrid Parker • Nadine Peacock • Rebecca Pellegrino • Kathleen Perry • Tedd Peso • Angela Phillips • Christopher
Plada • LaNae Plaxico • Debby Pope • David Posley • Alia Poulos • Angelique Power • Abby Prescott • Coretta
Pruitt • Elle Ramel • Alexis Ramirez • Armando Ramirez • Maja Ramirez • Derrick Ramsey • Dory Rand • Devin
Redmond • Terry Redmond • Brad Redrick • Arthur Reliford • Angelyn Renick • Emily Reusswig • Karen Reyes •
Kimberly Richardson • Shawnelle Richie • Risa Rifkind • Keeyana Riley • Maya Robbins • Jayar Roberson • Kordny
Robinson • Celeste Robinson • Bo Rodda • Karen Roddie • Kirsten Rokke • Nyla Roman • Frank Roman • Claudette
Roper • Edward Rosa • Quincy Roseborough • Brian Rowland • Shari Runner • Susan Sadlowski Garza • Molly
Saks • Cindy San Miguel • Michelle Sandoval • Blanca Sandoval-Perez • Sarah Sapperstein • Nelson Sarmiento •
Kelly Suzanne Saulsberry • Gail Schechter • Doug Schenkelberg • Deb Schlies • Susy Schultz • Genessa Schultz •
Jennifer Scott • Jerome Scott • Angela Sedeno • Elliott Serrano • Vera Shabazz • Lesley Showers • Kari Sikich •
Janna Simon • Marc Sims • Shelly Sital • Linda Smith • Karen Snapp • Reyna Solis • Michelle Soriano • Mohamed
Sow • Kathleen Springer • Kenyatta Starks • Shannon Stewart • Emily Stiehl • Desiree Story • La’Rie Suttle •
Fara Taylor • Delores Taylor • Brittany Terrell • Jo-Anne Terrell • Dorene — The American Indian Association of
Illinois • Joy Thorbjornsen-Coates • Phyllis Timpo • May Toy • Patrick Tully • Laurence Anthonie Tumpag • William
Tyre • Ivy Tzur • Anna Valencia • Lyndon Valicenti • Tricia Van Eck • Marc Velasquez • Letty Velez • Joanne Vena
• Joanne Vena • Laura Voss-Allen • Joanna Walek • Amanda Walsh • Harlette Washington • Texie Washington •
Tulani Watkins • Cheryl Watson • Elfriede Wedam • Mary Welter • Tyrone Wheeler • Brad White • Joshua White •
Leah Whitesel • Lisa Wiersma • Roy Williams • Rick Williams • Ginger Williams • Joseph Williams • Elinor Williams
• Al Williams • James Williams • Adrian Willis • Catherine Wilson • LaTricia Wilson • Folayemi Wilson • Margaret
Wilson • Raymond Wohl • jill wolf • Jenny Wolfe • Matt Woods • Kymbria Young • Amy Zimmerman • Adam Zmick

